
WITH THE USE OF BIO-ENERGETIC TECHNOLOGY CALLED ZYTO WE CAN ASSESS 

YOU VIRTUALLY ANYWHERE! 

ZYTO Technology scanning (assessment) conducts a bio survey on the human body 

using a series of steps in a process known as biocommunication. In essence, our 

personalized programs practically ask questions about your body and record the 

responses in the form of signals it receives. 

This assessment then provides you with accurate information making you aware 

of your body's needs within its different systems and organ functions. With this 

information, it is much easier to systematically influence and improve how your 

body operates, because you can take immediate action to make changes that you 

know will make a real difference. 

This virtual or in-office scanning can identify exactly the best way to improve both 

your mental and physical health, including better nutrition, exercise supplements, 

and much more in its vast library of energetic or quantum signatures. It is safe and 

has no contradictions. It can be used on people of all ages. People with 

pacemakers, or having an organ transplanted, have an acute or chronic issue, 

everybody can take these assessments. It is a fast and straightforward process 

causing no pain whatsoever, all you have to do is: If the assessment happens to be 

virtually, Cindy may ask you to hold a bottle with water (water is a great conductor 

of information and source of connection). If you are at Cindy’s office, she uses a 

hand cradle for the duration of the assessment. 

Depending on the service or assessment you choose or have been advised by 

Cindy, this could last from 15min up to 60min. You most likely will not be aware of 

the scan happening, you’ll be mostly conversing with Cindy during your 

consultation and duration of the assessment. 

The EVOX Session is a little different, because an EVOX session consists of 

reprogramming the subconscious mind or a change in your perception, Cindy uses 

quantum hypnotherapy for this session, it could last from 1:30min up to 2hrs. You 

can talk with Cindy to see if maybe one of these sessions is good for you. “They 

are life Transforming.” 

 

So, what does this scanning Biotechnology do? 



The assessment scanner provides a non-invasive way to learn about your body 

and its general condition, so you can take action and focus on what is really going 

on in your body, mind and mostly your meridians or your energy system. 

Now, to do this scanning, we first consult what is happening to you and then, take 

from our personalized Bio-Surveys, specific programs containing hundreds of 

items to be assessed. The digital signatures identified as biomarkers will 

communicate with your cells and we will know more about what is going on. It's 

like, the program poses the question and your body answers. 

Some of the things we scan include Body Organs Teeth and Bones Your Spine 

Muscle and Joints Nervous System Hormones Your Brain Chemicals Emotions 

Frequencies (low or high vibrations) What type of foods you can digest and what 

type of food you should avoid. Just for 90 days, then we reassess you since your 

body chemistry changes after 100 days & so does your nutrition preferences. The 

scan check what stimuli may affect body functions like: pathogens, 

electromagnetic fields, allergens, lifestyle habits, metals, toxicity, and other non-

foods, and more… 

After your assessment, you receive a Complete Report, so you know how to get 

from there. You will now know, if any systems are weak or deficient, you can start 

to take steps to naturally, holistically, or quantumly assist your body systems to 

heal, improving your health immensely. 

Cindy, as your Wellness Coach, will assist you in telling you the exact type of 

supplements, herbals, homeopathic therapies, essential oils, affirmations, 

nutrition, exercises, maybe you want to try her quantum supplementation 

suggestion. 

Even shows if you need to take your current condition to other Practitioners or 

Physicians for some additional therapies or more advanced treatment, like the 

dentist, the chiropractic and so on. 

REGARDING YOUR HEALTH & WELLBEING YOU CAN TAKE THE “GUESS” WORD OUT 

OF YOUR MIND  

Now, you know what to do, everything will make more sense to you & you will be 

back in charge of your Health and Wellbeing. 



So, I encourage you to try it, you can see for yourself and make your best 

judgment, these services could positively impact your health and well-being. 

& if at the end of the day, you are still not sure, have questions or don’t know 

where to start, please book a 15min free consultation. Cindy will gladly assist you 

and answer all your questions the best she can. 

There are some good reasons why we believe that nowadays, with all the new 

forms of technology and tools available to us, we should not be going on having 

painful tests anymore. No, If it’s not really necessary. 

Allow yourself to try a more quantum approach to your health. Get a Bio-

energetic Scan. TODAY! 


